A study on the set of Confucius (1940) * Qi ZHAO Confucius (1940) is the first period movie in China in which a professional architect was in charge of the research and design of the set.
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THE CREATION OF THE "CHINESE ARCHITECTURE" IMAGE IN PERIOD MOVIES
A study on the set of Confucius (1940) Qi ZHAO * * Graduate Student, Dept. of Architecture, Faculty of Eng., the Univ. of Tokyo, M.Arch.
This thesis argues that the representations of ancient architecture in Chinese period movies, instead of only being criticized for its authenticity, could be considered as research materials in architectural history field, in the meaning of reflecting multiple factors and the relationship between them during the process of creating the images of "Chinese architecture". Confucius (1940) , which is the first period movie in China that a professional architect, FEI Kang, was in charge of the research and design of the set, is selected to be the subject, and the relationship between the set design, the Chinese architectural history studies at that time, and the modern buildings, is being investigated. 
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